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1. Introduction 

One-way hash,

I've designed the perfect one-way hash.

Compression function that's so elegant,

it's Merkle-Damgard with a bit of salt,

and it's secure  –

'cause it's a one way hash.

Well, the submission was a bit of a rush,

so there's no provable reduction nor

some rationale for all those ANDs and XOR.

But it's so nice!
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And when it hashes,

it hashes so ¯-i-ine.

I hope that John

picks the function that's mi-i-ine.
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2. Security properties

It does X.509, OAEP, HMAC and RNG,

'cause it's a one-way hash.

I've proposed the perfect one-way hash.

The NIST requirements? It has them all!

Can't be distinguished from an oracle.

(What do you mean?)

And it's preimage resistant

(of either kind).

And no collision exists

(none that I could find).
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3. Performance

One-way hash –
It nicely fits within the L1 cache.

And when compared to functions such as SHA,

It's takes just half the circuit area.

And it's so fast!
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4. Cryptanalysis

My one-way hash,

it's now on e-print and they say it's trash.

Those nasty bastards of cryptanalysts,

They get their kick from twiddling bytes and bits,

and broke my hash.

It has differentials that go

straight through all the rounds,

and via a linear

system the input's found.
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They say's inversion's fast,

design's half-assed,

But then, recast ...
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5. Applications

... it is a two-way hash!

That must be worth a million tons of cash!

Who needs that boring Davies-Meyer mode,

when you can buy my secret patent code!

It works both ways!

It has preimages,

two for the price of one.

And if you want a collision,

Then sure you can.
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6. Conclusions and implications

One-way hash,

yes, those cryptographers can be so harsh.

But they're just paranoid, it's all tinfoil.

The market is as happy with snake oil.

So I'll get rich!

And when it hashes,

it hashes so ¯-i-ine.

I hope that John

picks the function that's mi-i-ine.
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One-way hash,

who needs a one-way hash,

One-way hash.
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